We are witnessing the politics of emotions worldwide today. Popular culture supports the trend, as Trump supporters use the Pepe the Frog meme and former Prime Minister Abe appears before the public in Super Mario costume. This talk examines the relationship between the arbitrary use of history and the politics of emotion, focusing on Japanese sword images in popular media. Throughout Japan's early modern and modern history, the Japanese sword has served as a symbol: it represented the samurai class in the Edo period and national pride in Imperial Japan.

In the post-WWII period, while suppressing memories of Japan's Imperial past, people enjoyed aesthetic aspects of the sword. The culmination of such aestheticization is the proliferation of Japanese swords in anime and video games in the 21st century. The transmedia popularity of Japanese sword images has created an arbitrary positive image of modern Japanese history composed entirely of chosen facts, which operates as a vehicle for populist politics of emotion.
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